
THE BODY OF LIGHT .

'I : Quotation. first three verse of Genesis .
A .- Show occult interpretation with Logos substituted for God

and "projection" for "creation" .
B . Earth without form and void means matter in formless stage .
C': Darkness on face of deep means 'space in subjective stage .
-D. Spirit of God moved on face of waters ; i,e, ceaseless motion

in chaos.
E, "Let there be Light and there was Light" .

1. Implies the action of the Word or the creative Logos .
2, Projection of Light means making manifest .

II. Compare with picture '- of unfoldment of Universe as suggested' by
. Jeans in light of modern astronomy and physics .

III . Light is matter in the- form of radiation .
A. When electron falls into proton radiation is produced
B, Light also produced with lesser transformations of matter .

1. Price of manifestation of 'Light is sacrifice of form .

IV. Analogue in spiritual evolution of man.
A . S .HT-'s statement that bodies of planetaries made of phlo giston.

- 1 : This is probably what is now known-as radiant ' state of matter .
B . Spiritualization of man is transformation `of his `nature into

the radiant state
1. Price is sacrifice of earthy form . .

a. Process involves pain, often sickness and possible
death of physioal- body . .

B. Achievement means enrobement of Consciousness in form of
bhere Light. - ,

3. Those who-enter this process of ' transformation .become a -
source of illumination for others who have not yet unfolded
the Light within themselves .

C . Rules on the Path involve negating outer life so that radiant
Life may be born. - _
1. This is analogous to electron falling into proton -and thus

destroying matter in its earthy state .

Genesis I 1-3

1. In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. -
a. And the earth was without form, and void ; and darkness was, upon the

-f aoe , of the .deep. And the Spirit > of God moved upon the f ao a of the
waters. -

3. And God said, Let there . be light : and there was light" .
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